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A group of friends run a popular travel vlog that helps fund their adventures. Paige (Gina Vitori), the
leader of the group, includes her younger sister, Lindsey (Aubrey Reynolds), for the next scuba
diving trip to an isolated cove. But when their plane crashes, the two sisters must use their strength,
resourcefulness and immense courage to survive a pack of great white sharks. I know this rating
might seem exaggerated and stupid, but this movie really shocked me. The fact that I was (no joke)
crying at the end and it made me feel THAT emotional says that it did something right. I cared about
all the characters. I felt that the animations on the sharks were very well done and mostly
believable. The story, while somewhat predictable, still worked because the terror and atmosphere
really fit the scenery. I also really loved all the flashbacks that helped us learn about characters that
(albeit dead) helped fuel the main character's motivations.

I just really loved the movie. I mean, I hated it because it had such a sad ending, but I think that's to
the film's benefit. It was a really beautifully-constructed story from start to finish and I commend it
for that. The action was amazing; say what you want about most SyFy movies, but this one did not
disappoint. The camera work and special effects were pretty solid and almost what I'd expect to see
from a movie released in theaters.

I never write reviews, so the fact that I was so compelled to come on here and actually write this to
share my thoughts probably says a lot, too. In a lot of ways, this movie reminds me of Bait (another
SyFy shark movie), only this one has a lot more emotional impact to it. If you're a fan of likable
characters, shark movies, and everything that goes along with that...but much better than your
typical "cheesy B Movie flick", go ahead and watch this. I wasn't expecting much, but I was
pleasantly surprised. My husband started watching this movie and I wound up watching it with him.
Holy cow is this movie bad. The script and acting are horrible. Like the sharks can't get her floating
on an inflatable raft for how long or on the little platform but the two guys that show up on an actual
boat get knocked off and eaten in no time at all. Seriously?!?! There's how many other "seriously"
moments I could list but I don't feel like wasting any more time on this. Hopefully I can save
someone else from watching this and wasting their time. Unless you want to watch it as a comedy
because that's how we took it. I was actually cheering for the sharks (which the digital sharks were
pretty good for SYFY movie standards I will say). 646f9e108c 
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